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Henkel is the key partner and solution provider in the design, 
development, manufacture and maintenance of cars, trucks, aircraft, 
and transportation systems. Our high-performance adhesives and 
sealants allow customers to design and build advanced, lightweight 
constructions and enable seemingly conflicting aims such as higher 
speeds and lower fuel consumption.

LOCTITE® is the world’s leading brand for adhesives, sealants and surface 
treatments. With breakthrough technology, we provide solutions that 
deliver on our goals providing more efficient adhesives that are durable, 
strong and long lasting to unlock the limitless potential of man and 
machine.

Henkel’s TEROSON® brand is the driving brand for bonding, sealing, 
coating, acoustic, stiffening and reinforcing solutions in OEM 
transportation assembly, vehicle repair and maintenance (VRM), 
industrial assemblies and building industry applications. TEROSON® 
has over 120 years of brand history and the brand represents a global 
and scalable technology, offering extensive market and application 
competence for innovative, reliable and complete systems solutions 
tailored to customer needs using a wide range of technologies

LOCTITE® products are not just OEM-specified, they are designed-in by 
auto manufacturers and racetrack tested. The engines of nearly every 
professional race car are assembled and maintained with LOCTITE® 
brand adhesives, sealants, gasket makers and coatings. Whether 
gasoline or diesel, from bolts and gaskets to cooling lines and core 
plugs, Henkel products are used to seal, secure and repair automotive 
engine components.

Consumers all over the world rely on LOCTITE® for fast, strong and 
durable solutions in their bonding jobs. Our innovative technologies 
and guaranteed results have made us the worldwide leading adhesive 
brand.
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PRODUCTS

TEROSON® PU 9092 PL is one part high strength and high viscosity 
modified polyurethane sealant, that can be applied easily and cures 
fast to provide reliable performance.

GLASS SEALANT
1. Efficient brake & clutch parts cleaner
2. Residue removal
3. Brake efficiency

LOCTITE® SF 7735 BRAKE & CLUTCH CLEANER
Silicone-free, highly effective polishing compound. Fast removal of 
light sanding marks & high gloss. Minimal dust residues and clean 
work place. Suitable for all original and repair coatings. Optimal 
quantity required, covers maximum area.

TEROSON® WX 150 FAST CUT

TEROSON® MS 930 is a 1-part, moisture-cured, thixotropic silane 
modified polymer sealant. It forms a soft elastic product and 
provides excellent UV and weathering resistance. It complies with 
ULQMFZ2 for electrical safety.

SEAM SEALANT
1. Rust treatment
2. Moisture displacement
3. Protection and lubrication

LOCTITE® LB 7737 RUST BUST
Silicone-free, highly effective polishing compound. Fast removal of 
light sanding marks & high gloss. Minimaldust residues and clean 
work place. Suitable for all original and repair coatings. Optimal 
quantity required, covers maximum area.

TEROSON® WX 157 HEAVY CUT

Excellent resistance to automotive engine oils, non 
sagging, suitable for a wide range of substrates including 
metals and plastics, non corrosive. Temperature 
resistance upto 260˚C.

GASKETING COMPOUND
1. Non dripping & Non staining lubricant
2. Instant maintenance and protection
3. Long lasting lubricant film

LOCTITE® LB 8035 SYNTHETIC GREASE
Hologram free mirror finish. Removes swirl marks from rubbing 
process. Low dust contamination and clean work place. Versatile, 
suitable for all coatings.

TEROSON® WX 175 GLAZE

Low strength, silicone-based gasketing product designed for use on 
flexible flanges with machined or cast surfaces. Typical applications 
include stamped sheet metal covers (timing covers and oil sumps).

LOCTITE® SI 5910 FLANGE SEALANT
1. Rust inhibitor primer
2. Protective coating from flaking
3. Temperature resistance up to 250°C

LOCTITE® SF 3013 WELD THROUGH PRIMER
Gives original wet look to paint. Long-term protection of paint 
gloss. Deep shine and high gloss. Easy to apply. Perfect mirror finish. 
Protects painted surface with natural wax.

TEROSON® WX 180 WAX POLISH

LOCTITE® SF 7039 is a contact spray cleaner formulated for use 
on electrical contacts exposed to moisture or other contaminants, 
without damaging existing varnishes. It leaves a water repellant 
residue and is typically used in applications with anoperating 
temperature range of -30°C to +50°C.

LOCTITE® SF 7039 ELECTRICAL CONTACT CLEANER
1. Carburetor & throttle parts cleaner
2. Efficient residue removal
3. Engine efficiency improvement

LOCTITE® SF 7262 CARB & THROTTLE CLEANER
Gives original wet look to paint. Long-term protection of paint 
gloss. Deep shine and high gloss. Easy to apply. Perfect mirror finish. 
Protects painted surface with natural wax.

TEROSON® WX 181 WAX POLISH

The pad is made of premium wool fibers. The wool fibers 
are optimized to keep the performance on a high level for 
demanding use.

TEROSON® ET 194 LAMBSWOOL PAD

TEROSON® RB 2010 is a coating to prevent the underbody of the 
car, that is fast-drying, paintable, rubberized, non-toxic and chip-
resistant. It also minimizes sound from underneath the vehicle and 
protects against the heat and cold.

TEROSON® RB 2010 UNDERBODY COATING
It protects the vehicle’s paint against UV rays, oxidation, acidic 
contents and maintains the original paint color. The thin transparent 
organic layer provides a mirror like finish and gives the vehicle a 
deeper and brighter shine. The layer also protects the vehicle and 
gives an extremely durable and a high glossy finish.

TEROSON® WX 183 CERAMIC COATING
1. Fast removal of light sanding marks & high gloss
2. Minimal dust residues and clean work place
3. Suitable for all original and repair coatings
4. Removal of small paint imperfections

TEROSON® WX 151 RUBBING COMPOUND

They are typically used for fast, reliable, high-performance 
bonding of numerous materials in just seconds – rubber, 
polystyrene, wood, metal and even the latest-generation 
plastics.
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